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The production of scholarly research continues to be one of the primary missions of the ILR School. 
During a typical academic year, ILR faculty members published or had accepted for publication over 25 
books, edited volumes, and monographs, 170 articles and chapters in edited volumes, numerous book 
reviews. In addition, a large number of manuscripts were submitted for publication, presented at 
professional association meetings, or circulated in working paper form. Our faculty's research continues 
to find its way into the very best industrial relations, social science and statistics journals. 
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FacuCty Publications 2004-2005
COLLECTIVE BARGAINING, LABOR “‘Vigorously Left, Right, and Center at the Same 
LAW, AND LABOR HISTORY
America in the 1970s.” America in the
Cook, Maria
“Unions, Markets, and Democracy in Latin America,” 
in Julius G. Getman and Ray Marshall, eds., The 
Future o f Labor Unions: Organized Labor in the 
21st Century (Austin, Texas: Lyndon B. Johnson 
School of Public Affairs, University of Texas at 
Austin), pp. 237-54, 2004.
“Occupational Rights and New Employment Regimes 
in Emergent Economies” (with Louise Haagh), 
Policy Studies, Vol. 26, no. 2, pp. 171-197, 2005.
Review of Parties and Unions in the New Global 
Economy, by Katrina Burgess, Perspectives on 
Politics, Vol. 3, no. 2, pp. 415-16, June 2005.
“Labor and Human Rights Movements in Latin 
America: Convergence, Divergence, and
Implications for Economic, Social, and Cultural 
Rights,” in Alicia Ely Yamin, ed., Derechos 
Económicos, Sociales y  Culturales en América 
Latina: De Invento A La Herramienta (México, 
D.F.: Plaza y Valdés), forthcoming.
The Politics o f Labor Reform in Latin America: 
Between Flexibility and Rights. University Park, 
Penn.: Pennsylvania State University Press, 
forthcoming.
Cowie, Jefferson
“Death in the Desert.” Chicago Tribune Books 
[Urrea, Devil’s Highway], 2004.
“A Liberal’s Heartland Lament.” Chicago Tribune 
Books [Frank, What’s the Matter with 
Kansas?], 2004.
“The Intellectual as Fan.” Reviews in American 
History: 274-281. [Marcusee, Chimes o f 
Freedom and Coles, A Poet Singing, A People 
Listening], 2004.
Seventies, eds., Beth Bailey and David Farber. 
(Lawrence: University Press of Kansas), 75­
106, 2004.
“The Enigma of Working-Class Conservatism:
From the Hard Hats to the NASCAR Dads.”
New Labor Forum, 13: 9-17, Fall 2004.
“Portrait of the Working Class in a Convex 
Mirror: Toward a History of the 1970s.”
Labor: Studies in Working-Class History o f 
the Americas, 2:3, forthcoming.
“Which Way for Blue Collar America?” The 
Boston Review, forthcoming
“Monsters, Inc.” New Labor Forum, forthcoming 
DeVault, Ileen
United Apart: Gender, and the Rise o f Craft 
Unionism, Cornell University Press, 2004.
“Samuel Gompers,” biographical entry for
Encyclopedia o f U.S. Labor and Working Class 
History, Routledge, forthcoming.
Gold, Michael
“Disparate Impact Under the Age Discrimination in 
Employment Act of 1967” 25 Berkeley Journal o f 
Employment and Labor Law 2004, reprinted as 
chapter 11 in 20 Civil Rights Litigation and 
Attorney Fees Annual Handbook (West, 2004).
Gross, James
“Incorporating Human Rights Principles into 
U.S. Labor Arbitration: A Proposal for 
Fundamental Change,” Employee Rights 
and Employment Policy Journal, 1, 1-51,
2004.
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Katz, Harry
“Industrial Relations and Work,” in The Oxford
Handbook o f Work and Organization, S. Ackroyd 
et al. Eds., Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
263-282, 2005.
Lieberwitz, Risa L., University Science Research 
Funding: Privatizing Policy and Practice, in 
Science and the University (Ronald G. 
Ehrenberg and Paula E. Stephan, eds.), 
University of Wisconsin press, forthcoming
Kuruvilla, Sarosh
Sarosh Kuruvilla and Anil Verma. Logics of Action, 
Global Labor Standards, and National 
Government Roles, KLI Quarterly Journal o f 
Labor Policy, Vol 4, pp.25-44, 2004.
Tony Edwards and Sarosh Kuruvilla. International 
HRM: national business systems, organizational 
politics and the international division of labour in 
MNCs, International Journal o f HRM, Volume 
16, no 1, 1-21, January 2005.
Sarosh Kuruvilla. Skills Development in Singapore 
and India’s Outsourcing Sector. In Dennis 
Rondinelli and John Heffron (EDs). Globalization 
and Policy, Univ of California Press, 
forthcoming.
Sarosh Kuruvilla, Mingwei Liu and Priti Jacob. The 
Yeshaswini Health Insurance Scheme for Rural 
Farmers and Peasants: Towards Health Care for 
All? Institute for Social and Economic Change, 
Bangalore, India, in press.
Sarosh Kuruvilla and Anil Verma. Hard Law, Soft 
Law, and the Roles of National Governments in 
the International Labor Standards Debate, Journal 
o f Industrial Relations, Volume 48, no 1, in press.
Leiberwitz, Risa
Lieberwitz, Risa L., Labor Law in the United States: 
The Continuing Need for Reform, Managerial 
Law, Vol. 46, no. 4/5, pp. 53 -  70, 2004.
Lieberwitz, Risa L., Confronting the Privatization and 
Commercialization of Academic Research: An 
Analysis of Social Implications at the Local, 
National, and Global Levels, Indiana Journal o f 
Global Legal Studies, forthcoming.
Lieberwitz, Risa L., The Corporatization of Academic 
Research: Whose Interests Are Served? Akron 
Law Review, forthcoming.
Lieberwitz, Risa L., Quelle Responsabilité Sociale 
Pour L’Entreprise? Un Rapport Sur Les États- 
Unis, Les Actes Du Seminaire De Droit Compare 
Du Travail, Des Relations Professionnelles Et De 
La Securite Sociale, Centre de Droit Comparé du 
Travail et de la Sécurité Sociale de l’Université 
Montesquieu Bordeaux IV, France, forthcoming.
Lieberwitz, Risa L., Le Droit du Travail aux États 
Unis: La Nécessité de la Réforme, Les Actes Du 
Seminaire De Droit Compare Du Travail, Des 
Relations Professionnelles Et De La Securite 
Sociale, Centre de Droit Comparé du Travail et 
de la Sécurité Sociale de l’Université 
Montesquieu Bordeaux IV, France, forthcoming.
Lieberwitz, Risa L., Contingent Labor: Ideology in 
Practice, in Feminism Confronts Economic Man, 
(Martha Fineman and Terence Dougherty, eds.), 
Cornell University Press, forthcoming.
Lipsky, David
“Dispute Resolution in the Changing Workplace” 
(with Ronald L. Seeber) in Industrial Relations 
Research Association, Proceedings o f the Fifty- 
Sixth Annual Meeting, pp. 30-40, January 2004.
“Research on Employment Dispute Resolution:
Toward a New Paradigm” (with Ariel C. Avgar), 
Conflict Resolution Quarterly, Vol. 22, No. 1-2, 
pp. 175-189, Fall-Winter 2004.
“The Social Contract and Dispute Resolution: The 
Transformation of the Social Contract in the U.S. 
Workplace and the Emergence of New Strategies 
of Dispute Resolution” (with Ronald L. Seeber), 
International Employment Relations Review, Vol. 
9, No. 2, pp. 87-109, 2004.
“The Ascendancy of Employment Arbitrators in U.S. 
Employment Relations: A New Actor in the 
American System” (with Ronald L. Seeeber), 
British Journal o f Industrial Relations, 
forthcoming.
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“Nonunion Employment Arbitration and Arbitrator 
Pay in the United States and Canada” (with 
Ronald L. Seeber), International Employment 
Relations Review, forthcoming.
“The Future of Employment Conflict Management 
Systems in Employment Litigation” (with David 
B. Lipsky and Richard Fincher) Conflict 
Management, 8:3, pp. 1-6, Summer 2004.
“Managing Organizational Conflicts” (with Ronald L. 
Seeber) in John Oetzel and Stella Ting-Toomey, 
eds., The Sage Handbook o f Conflict 
Communication, Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage 
Publications, 2005, forthcoming.
Salvatore, Nick
Larry Tye, Rising From the Rails: Pullman Porters 
and the Making o f the Black Middle Class, in 
Washington Post, July 2004.
“Biography and Social History: An Intimate 
Relationship,” Labour History (Australia), 
Number 87, 187-192, November 2004.
Singing in a Strange Land: The Life and Ministry o f 
Reverend C.L. Franklin, Little, Brown & 
Company, 2005.
Seeber, Ron
“Dispute Resolution in the Changing Workplace” 
(with David B. Lipsky) in Industrial Relations 
Research Association, Proceedings o f the Fifty- 
Sixth Annual Meeting, pp. 30-40, January 2004.
“The Transformation of the Social Contract in the U. 
S. Workplace and the Emergence of New 
Strategies of Dispute Resolution” Human 
Resources and Employment Review, forthcoming.
“Managing Organizational Conflicts” (with David B. 
Lipsky) in John Oetzel and Stella Ting-Toomey, 
eds., The Sage Handbook o f Conflict 
Communication, Thousand Oaks, CA: Sage 
Publications, 2005, forthcoming.
Turner, Lowell
“Why Revitalize? Labour’s Urgent Mission in a 
Contested Global Economy.” In Carola Frege 
and John Kelly (eds.), Varieties o f Unionism: 
Strategies for Labor Renewal in Comparative 
Perspective. Oxford University Press, pp. 1-10, 
2004.
“The New Solidarity? Coalition Building in Five 
Countries” (with co-authors Edmund Heery and 
Carola Frege). In Frege and Kelly (eds.), pp. 
137-158, 2004.
“Globalization and the Logic of Participation: Unions 
and the Politics of Coalition Building.” Journal 
o f Industrial Relations, 2005.
“The Social Contract and Dispute Resolution: The 
Transformation of the Social Contract in the U.S. 
Workplace and the Emergence of New Strategies 
of Dispute Resolution” (with David B. Lipsky), 
International Employment Relations Review, Vol. 
9, No. 2, pp. 87-109, 2004.
“From Transformation to Revitalization: A New 
Research Agenda for a New Era.” Work and 
Occupations, forthcoming.
HUMAN RESOURCE STUDIES
“The Social Contract and Dispute Resolution: The 
Transformation of the Social Contract in the U.S. 
Workplace and the Emergence of New Strategies 
of Dispute Resolution” (with David B. Lipsky) in 
Geoff White, Susan Corby and Celia Stanworth, 
eds. Regulation, De-Regulation and Re­
Regulation: The Scope o f Employment Relations 
in the 21st Century, Proceedings of the 11th 
Annual Conference of the International 
Employment Relations Association, pp. 453-473, 
2004.
Batt, Rosemary
Batt, Rosemary, Virginia Doellgast, and Hyunji 
Kwon. “Service Management and Employment 
Systems Among In-house, Outsourced, and 
Offshore Call Centers.” Forthcoming in S.
Collins and L. Brainard, eds., Brookings Trade 
Forum 2005: Offshoring White-collar Work -  The 
Issues and Implications. Washington, D.C. : The 
Brookings Institution, 2005.
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Bell, Bradford
ed. Jon Lauglo, (The Netherlands, Kluwer 
Academic Publishers), 2004.
Kozlowski, S. W. J., & Bell, B. S. Work teams. In C. 
Spielberger (Ed.), Encyclopedia o f Applied 
Psychology (pp. 725-732). St. Louis: Elsevier, 
2004.
Bell, B. S., Ryan, A. M., & Wiechmann, D. Justice 
expectations and applicant perceptions.
International Journal o f Selection and 
Assessment, 12, 24-38, 2004.
Ellis, A. P. J., & Bell, B. S. Capacity, collaboration, 
and commonality: A framework for under­
standing team learning. In L. L. Neider & C. A. 
Shriesheim (Eds.), Understanding teams: A 
volume in research in management (pp. 1-25). 
Greenwich, CT: Information Age, 2005.
Roberts, R. M., Alexander, J. W., Bell, B. S., et al.
Animal care and management at the National 
Zoo: Final Report. Washington, DC: National 
Academies Press, 2005.
Ellis, A. P. J., Bell, B. S., & Ployhart, R. E,
Hollenbeck, J. R., & Ilgen, D. R. An evaluation 
of generic teamwork skill training with action 
teams: Effects on cognitive and skill-based 
outcomes. Personnel Psychology, in press.
Bell, B. S., Wiechmann, D., & Ryan, A. M. 
Consequences of organizational justice 
expectations in a selection system. Journal o f 
Applied Psychology, in press.
Kozlowski, S. W. J., & Bell, B. S. A theory-based 
approach for designing distributed learning 
systems. In S. M. Fiore & E. Salas (Eds.), Where 
is the learning in distance learning?: Towards a 
science o f distributed learning and training. 
Washington, DC: APA, in press.
Bishop, John
“The Impacts of Career-Technical Education on High 
School Labor Market Success.” (with Ferran 
Mane) Economics o f Education Review. Vol. 23, 
381-402, 2004.
“The Economic Returns to Vocational Courses in 
United States High Schools,” (with Ferran Mane)
Vocationalizing Secondary Education: Revisited,,
“Merit Scholarships for the Many: Doubling the 
Number of Students who work hard in High 
School.” Double the Numbers: Increasing 
Postsecondary Credentials for Underrepresented 
Youth. Eds, Richard Kazis, Joel Vargas and 
Nancy Hoffman, Harvard Education Press, 87­
99, 2004.
“Why We Harass Nerds and Freaks: A Formal 
Theory of Student Culture and Norms.” (with 
Michael Bishop, Matthew Bishop, Lara 
Gelbwasser, Shanna Green, Erica Peterson, Anna 
Rubinsztaj, Andrew Zuckerman). Journal o f 
School Health, 2004.
“Raising academic standards and vocational
concentrators: are they better off or worse off?” 
(with Ferran Mane) Education Economics, Vol.. 
13, No. 2, 171-187, 2005.
“High School Diploma Exams: Explaining High 
Achievement Levels in Students in Some 
Commonwealth Countries.” Fraser Forum,
2004.
“Drinking from the Fountain of Knowledge: Student 
Incentive to Study and Learn--Externalities, 
Information Problems and Peer Pressure.” 
Handbook on Economics o f Education, eds. Eric 
Hanushek and Finis Welch, forthcoming.
“High School Exit Examinations; When do learning 
effects generalize?” in National Society for the 
Study o f Education Yearbook: 2005. Part I, on 
Uses and Misuses o f Data in Accountability 
Testing, eds. Joan Herman and Ed Haertel, 
forthcoming.
“Education Reform and Disadvantaged Students” 
(with Ferran Mane) in Schooling and Human 
Capital Formation in a Global Economy. Eds 
Ludger Woesmann and Paul Peterson, 
forthcoming.
Briggs, Vernon
(with Lawrence Harrison) “Guest Worker Plan to 
Hike Jobless Rate,” The Boston Globe, p. A-11, 
2004.
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“The Economic Well-Being of Black Americans: The 
Overarching Influence of U.S. Immigration 
Policy,” The Review o f Black Political Economy, 
p p .15-42, 2004.
“Guestworker Programs: Lessons from the Past and 
Warnings for the Future,” Backgrounder, Center 
For Immigration Studies, pp. 1-7, 2004.
“The Economic Well-Being of Black Americans: The 
Overarching Influence of U.S. Immigration 
Policy,” in The Impact o f Immigration on African 
Americans, edited by Stephen Shulman, New 
Brunswick, NJ: Transactions Publishers, Inc., pp. 
1-26, 2004.
“Immigration and Poverty Reduction: Policy Making 
on a Squirrel Wheel,” Journal o f Economic Issues 
(June 2003), pp. 325-331. [Reprinted in The 
Social Contract, pp. 37-41, 2004.
applicant attraction to organizations. Journal o f 
Business and Psychology, 19(3), 319-339, 2005.
Smith, K. G., Collins, C; J., Clark, K. D. Existing 
knowledge, knowledge creation capability and the 
rate of new product introduction in high 
technology firms. Academy o f Management 
Journal, 48, 2005.
Clark, K. D., & Collins, C. J. Strategic human 
resource management of top management team 
social networks: Controlling executive 
relationships for enhanced organizational 
performance. J. Duval-Hamel and F. Bournois 
(Eds.), Encyclopaedia o f Executive Governance, 
European School of Management Press, Paris, 
forthcoming.
Dyer, Lee
“Immigration: A Rogue Labor Market Policy,” 
Perspectives on Work, pp. 28-30, 2004.
“Immigration Policy and American Unionism: A 
Reality Check,” in The Future o f the American 
Labor Movement, edited by Jack Getman and Ray 
Marshall, Austin: University of Texas Press and 
the Lyndon B. Johnson School of Public Affairs, 
the University of Texas at Austin, pp. 161-180, 
2004.
Review of Amy L. Fairchild, Science at the Borders: 
Immigrant Medical Inspection and the Shaping of 
the Modern Industrial Labor Force, in Industrial 
and Labor Relations Review, October 2004.
Collins, Christopher
Collins, C. J., & Han, J. Exploring applicant pool 
quantity and quality: The effects of early 
recruitment practice strategies, corporate 
advertising, and firm reputation. Personnel 
Psychology, 57, 685-717, 2004.
Collins, C. J., Allen, M., & Snell, S. S. Entre­
preneurial human resource strategy. In Hitt, M.
A. (Eds.), Entrepreneurship Encyclopedia.
Oxford, UK: Blackwell Publishers, 2004.
“Right From the Start: Exploring the Effects of Early 
Events on Subsequent Project Team Development 
and Performance”. Administrative Science 
Quarterly, 49, 2005.
“In Pursuit of Marketplace Agility: Applying Precepts 
of Self-Organizing Systems to Optimize Human 
Resource Scalability”. In D. Ulrich, S. Meisinger 
and M. Losey (eds). The Future o f HR 50 
Thought Leaders Call for Change. New York: 
Wiley, in press.
Nishii, Lisa
Gelfand, M.J., Bhawuk, D.P., Nishii, L.H., &
Bechtold, D. Individualism and collectivism. R.
J. House, P.J. Hanges, M. Javidan, P.W.
Dorfman, & V. Gupta (Eds.). Culture, leadership, 
and organizations: The GLOBE study o f 62 
cultures.. Sage Publications, 2004.
Gelfand, M.J., Nishii, L., Raver, L., & Schneider, B. 
Discrimination in the workplace: An 
organizational-level analysis. Invited manuscript 
for R. Dipboye and A. Collella (Eds.)
Psychological and organizational bases o f 
discrimination at work. Lawrence Erlbaum 
Associates, Frontiers Series, 2005.
Roberson, Q. M., Collins, C. J., & Oreg, S. The 
effects of recruitment message specificity on
Gelfand, M. J., Smith, V. M., Raver, J., & Nishii, L. 
Negotiating Relationally: The Dynamics of the
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Relational Self in Negotiations. Academy o f 
Management Review, In press.
Nishii, L.H. & Schneider, B. HRM in service: The 
contingencies abound. In R. Burke & C. Cooper 
(Eds.). Reinventing Human Resources. London: 
Routledge, In press.
Nishii, L.H. Global Diversity Management: What is 
it and how do we do it. To appear in a 2006 
special issue of Journal o f International Human 
Resource Management, edited by L.H. Nishii & 
M. Ozbilgin, forthcoming.
Nishii, L.H., & Ozbilgin, M. An introduction to the 
special issue: Global diversity management.
Journal o f International Human Resource 
Management, forthcoming.
Youndt, M.A. & Snell, S.A. Human resource 
configurations, intellectual capital, and 
organizational performance, Journal o f 
Managerial Issues, 16 (3): 337-361, 2004.
Morris, S., Snell, S.A. & Lepak D.P. An architectural 
approach to managing knowledge stocks and 
flows: Implications for reinventing the HR 
function. In Burke, R. and Cooper, C (Eds.) 
Reinventing Human Resources. London: 
Routledge Press, 2004.
Snell, S.A. & Morris, S. Human resource based 
competitive advantage: An update. In Cartwright, 
S. (Ed.), The Blackwell Encyclopedic Dictionary o f 
human Resource Management, (second edition) 
Oxford, UK: Blackwell Publishers, 2004.
Wright, P.M., & Nishii, L.H. Strategic HRM and 
organizational behavior: Integrating multiple 
levels of analysis. In D. Guest (Ed.), Innovations 
in HR. Oxford: Blackwell Publishing, 
forthcoming.
Roberson, Quinetta
Roberson, Q. M. Disentangling the Meanings of 
Diversity and Inclusion in Organizations. Group 
and Organization Management, in press.
Roberson, Q. M., Collins, C. J., & Oreg, S. The 
effects of recruitment message specificity on 
applicant attraction to organizations. Journal o f 
Business and Psychology, in press.
Collins, C., Allen, M. & Snell, S.A. Entrepreneurial 
human resource strategy. In Hitt, M.A. and Ireland, 
R.D. (Eds.), The Blackwell encyclopedic dictionary 
o f entrepreneurship. Blackwell Publishing, 2004.
Wright, P.M. & Snell, S.A. Creating value or living 
values: Challenge in balancing competing
demands. In S. Meisinger, M. Losey, and D. 
Ulrich (Eds) The future o f HR: 50 thought leaders 
call for change. NY: John Wiley and Sons, 2005.
Kang, S.C., Morris, S. & Snell, S.A. Relational 
archetypes, organizational learning, and value 
creation: Extending the human resource
architecture. Academy o f Management Review, 
special issue, forthcoming.
Roberson, Q., & Colquitt, J. A. Shared and
configural justice: A social network model of 
justice in teams. Academy o f Management 
Review, in press.
Wright, P.M., Snell, S.A. & Dyer, L. New models of 
strategic HRM in a global context. International 
Journal o f Human Resource Management, 
forthcoming.
Colquitt, J. A., Zapata-Phelan, C. & Roberson, Q. 
Justice in Teams: A Literature Review and 
Agenda for Future Research. Research in 
Personnel and Human Resource Management, in 
press.
Lepak, D.P. & Snell, S.A.. Employment sub-systems 
and changing forms of employment. In Purcell, J. 
and Boxall, P. (eds.), Oxford Handbook o f 
Human Resource Management, Oxford
University Press, forthcoming.
Snell, Scott
Wright, P.M., Snell, S.A. & Jacobsen, P. Current 
approaches to HR strategies: Lessons learned 
from twenty companies. Human Resource 
Planning, 27(4): 36-46, 2004.
Bateman, T.S. & Snell, S.A. Management: Leading 
and Collaborating in Competitive World, 7th 
Edition, Burr Ridge, IL: Irwin/McGraw-Hill, Inc., 
in press.
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Bohlander, G.W., & Snell, S.A. Managing Human 
Resources, 14th edition, Cincinnati, OH:
Southwestern Publishing, in press.
Wright, Patrick
Park, H.J., Gardner, T., & Wright, P. HRM in the 
Asia Pacific Region -  Recovering from the 
Financial Crisis. Asia Pacific HRM, 2004.
Wright, P. Review of Business Strategy and Human 
Resource Management by Peter Boxall and John 
Purcell for Industrial and Labor Relations 
Review, 2004.
Siegel, D., McWilliams, A, & Wright, P. Guest 
editors for a special issue of Journal o f Business 
Strategy on “Corporate Social Responsibility,” 
forthcoming.
Wright, P. Snell, S., & Dyer, L. Guest editors for a 
special issue of International Journal o f  Human 
Resource Management on “New Models of 
Global HRM,” forthcoming.
Wright, P., Snell, S., & Dyer, L. New Models of 
Strategic HRM in a Global World. International 
Journal o f Human Resource Management, 
forthcoming.
Wright, P., Snell, S., & Jacobsen, P. Current 
Approaches to HR Strategies: Inside-Out vs.
Outside-In. Human Resource Planning, 27: 36­
46, 2004.
Datta, D., Guthrie, J. & Wright, P. Industry as a 
moderator of the HR -  firm performance 
relationship, Academy o f Management Journal, 
2005.
Noe, R., Gerhart, B., Hollenbeck, J. & Wright, P.
Human Resource Management: Gaining a 
Competitive Advantage (5th Edition), Richard D. 
Irwin, 2005.
Wright, P., Gardner, T., Moynihan, L. & Allen, M. 
The HR -  performance relationship: Examining 
causal direction. Personnel Psychology, in press.
Wright, P., & Haggerty, J. Theories of HR and firm 
performance: Examining cause, time, and 
individuals. Management Revue, forthcoming.
Wright, P., & Snell, S. Strategic Partner or 
Organization Guardian? HR’s Challenge in 
Balancing Competing Demands. In S. Meisinger, 
M. Losey, and D. Ulrich (Eds) The Future o f HR: 
50 Thought Leaders Call for Change. NY: John 
Wiley and Sons, forthcoming.
Morris, S., Snell, S., & Wright, P. Linking Learning 
Capabilities, Intellectual Capital, and Competitive 
Advantage: A Multinational Resource-Based 
View of Human Resource Functions. To appear 
in I. Bjorkman & G. Stahl (Eds.) Handbook o f 
Research in International Human Resource 
Management.
Battacharya, M. & Wright, P. Managing human 
assets in an uncertain world: Applying real LABOR ECONOMICS
options theory to HRM. International Journal o f
Human Resource Management, in press. Blau, Francine
Roehling, M. & Wright, P. Organizationally 
Sensitive vs. Legal-Centric Responses to the 
Eroding Employment-At-Will Doctrine,
Employee Rights and Responsibilities Journal, 
forthcoming.
Carrig, K, & Wright, P. Increasing Profits Through 
People. Alexandria, VA: SHRM, forthcoming.
Siegel, D., McWilliams, A, & Wright, P. Guest 
editors for a special issue of Journal o f 
Management Studies on “Corporate Social 
Responsibility,” forthcoming.
(with Lawrence M. Kahn and Jane Waldfogel) “The 
Impact of Welfare Benefits on Single 
Motherhood and Headship of Young Women: 
Evidence from the Census,” Journal o f Human 
Resources, 2004.
“The Market for New Ph.D. Economists in 2002: 
Comment.” American Economic Review, 2004.
(with Lawrence M. Kahn) “Reply to Berndt Keller 
and to David Marsden,” Comparative Labor Law 
and Policy Journal, (special review symposium 
on book by Blau and Kahn, At Home and Abroad:
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US Labor Market Performance in International 
Perspective), Summer 2004.
(with Lawrence M. Kahn) “Collective Bargaining, 
Relative Wages and Employment: International 
Microeconomic Evidence,” in Phanindra V. 
Wunnava, ed., Changing Role o f Unions: New 
Forms o f Representation (Armonk, NY: M.E. 
Sharpe), pp. 169-228, 2004.
“From the Chair,” CSWEP Newsletter, Winter 2003; 
Spring/Summer 2003; Fall 2003; Winter 2004; 
Spring/Summer 2004; Fall 2004; Winter 2005.
(with Lawrence M. Kahn), “Do Cognitive Test Scores 
Explain Higher US Wage Inequality?” Review o f 
Economics and Statistcs, February 2005.
(with Anne E. Winkler), “Does Affirmative Action
Work?” Regional Review/The Federal Reserve 
Bank o f Boston, Q1, 2005.
“Annual Report of the American Economic
Association committee on the Status of Women 
in the Economics Profession,” May 2005.
(with Marianne A. Ferber and Anne E. Winkler), The 
Economics o f Women, Men, and Work, Upper 
Saddle River, NJ: Prentice-Hall, 3rd ed. 1998, 4th 
ed. 2002, 5th ed., forthcoming.
(with Lawrence M. Kahn) “Women’s Work and 
Wages,” in Steven Durlauf and Lawrence Blume, 
eds., The New Palgrave Dictionary o f Economics, 
2nd edition. London: Palgrave Macmillan, 
forthcoming.
Boyer, George
Gazeley, Ian, Poverty in Britain, 1900-1965, in 
EH.Net, November 2004.
“Unemployment and the UK Labour Market before, 
during, and after the Golden Age,” with Timothy 
J. Hatton, European Review o f Economic History 
9(1) pp. 35-60, April 2005.
“Insecurity, Safety Nets, and Self-help in Victorian 
Britain,” in Frank Lewis and Kenneth Sokoloff, 
eds., Essays in Honor o f Stanley Engerman, 
volume 2, forthcoming.
“Corn Laws,” in John McCusker, ed., Encyclopedia
o f World Trade since 1450. New York: 
Macmillan, forthcoming.
DeVaro, Jed
Rosen, Sherwin, Markets and Diversity, in Labor 
History, November 2004.
“Employer Recruitment Strategies and the Labor 
Market Outcomes of New Hires” in Economic 
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